Integrity Management Consulting is a
AS9100D/ISO 9001:2015, ISO 17025:2017, ISO
14001:2015 certified small business with CMMI®Svc Level 3 appraised processes with a DCAA
approved accounting system established in 2006.

INTEGRITY MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, INC
ABOUT US
We leverage our corporate certifications and
appraised processes to gain efficiencies,
improve performance, and reduce delivery risk.
We believe in impact. We define it simply:
helping clients achieve mission success, which
leads to better government performance and
stewardship – and ultimately, the improved
safety, security, and health of the nation. This
broader impact is important and essential to
Integrity. We hold ourselves to a high
professional standard in all we do. Our goal is to
understand our customers’ needs so we can
produce meaningful, actionable results. In
addition, we measure ourselves by the human
impact we make by investing in our employees
and our community. To us, these impacts are our
duty and matters of deep integrity.

CLIENT BASE
• Department of Homeland
Security
• Defense Health Agency
• Department of Navy

1521 Westbranch Drive, Suite 500
Tysons, VA 22102
(703) 349.3394 | IntegrityMC.com

CERTIFICATIONS

and Human Services

• Government

Publishing Office

Our OASIS team includes a wide range of partners to cover the full scope of OASIS Pool 1 & 3 capabilities.

Acquisition, Contracting and Financial Management

• Requirements Development • Planning, Programming, Budgeting & • Procurement &
Solicitation Support
• Capital Planning & Investment Execution (PPBE) Risk Management
for Procurement & Contract Lifecycle • Policy, Planning,
Control
Strategy & Guidance
• Market Research & Vendor • Lifecycle Cost Estimating and
IGCE Support
Relations Support
• Training for CORs and
Contracting Staff
• Contracts & Grants Management
Logistics

• Performance Based Logistics • Asset Management
• Supply Chain Management • Rapid Capability Deployment
• Configuration Management • Product Support

• Policy, Planning,

Strategy, and Guidance

• Training

Portfolio and Program Management

•
•
Christopher Romani, PMP
Chief Executive Officer
(571) 327.3225 | OASIS@IntegrityMC.com

Systems Agency
• PEO Defense Healthcare
Management Systems (DHMS)

• Department of Health

CAPABILITIES

• Systems Engineering
• Content & Configuration

CONTACT INFORMATION

• Department of Army
• Defense Information

Management
Risk Management
Test & Evaluation

•
•
•
•
•

Investment Management
Business Process Re-engineering
Tool Development & Support
Information & Records
Management
Project Control/EVM

CONTRACT INFORMATION
GSA OASIS Pool 1 SB: 47QRAD20D1019
GSA OASIS Pool 3 SB: 47QRAD20D3040

• Program &
•
•

Administrative
Support
Policy, Planning,
Strategy & Guidance
Training

Cage Code: 4C7A9

DEMONSTRATED EXPERIENCE, AGILE RESPONSE,
MATURE PROCESSES

Integrity supported numerous, large-scale efforts during the 2008 financial crisis. GSA awarded us an Excellence
in Partnership Award for our support under the Recovery Act. Through the application of well-defined processes,
Integrity helped agencies meet their mission needs while maintaining high quality of the acquisition process. We
supported the GSA in all eleven regions. GSA awarded Integrity 46 task orders to support both GSA and other Federal
Agencies, which demonstrates Integrity’s ability to apply resources under contingency contracting and maximize the
simplified acquisition process to provide flexible, responsive support nationwide. Integrity managed as many as
17 task orders at once, seamlessly integrating multiple subcontractors (as many as six simultaneously) and
overseeing support to geographically diverse clients. Our work on the Recovery Act resulted in Exceptional
CPARS.

RAPID RECRUITING AND STAFFING MODEL

Integrity has extensive experience supporting our clients on widely dispersed projects. We recognize the
importance of a holistic approach in serving and staffing a complex, multi-faceted nationwide organization. We
supported the GSA with a nationwide Blanket Purchase Agreement, developing a rapid response recruiting model
with wide geographic reach that proved successful in staffing multiple large projects within 48 hours. We have
over 2,000 vetted subject matter experts and professionals in acquisition management, strategic planning,
finance, budget, policy, procurement, grants management and logistics – a deep bench of expertise.

